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HANDOUT 2/MATERIALS 2: PRIESTESS APPRENTICE I 

Womb medicine, sacred baths & plants to heal 

 

LIMPEZAS: CLEANSING YOUR ENERGETIC BODIES 

Everything is made of energy. We are constantly “soaking up” others’ energies if 

we like it or not, and depending on your soul’s signature, your defense 

mechanisms and strategies to cleanse & protect oneself, and your ancestral 

and karmic history, you may be doing more of it than others. This is why a 

woman in touch with her needs and her body will always take responsibility for 

cleansing her spaces and her energetic bodies, and protecting her ceremonies 

and those she loves. Plant medicine, as with ritual and prayer, is one way our 

ancestors did it. Today, in many traditions, an energetic, medicine or shamanic 

cleanse is performed by a person knowledgeable in the way of the plant 

medicines (and ceremony) who is keenly aware of the many realms and 

dimensions “energy”, thought patterns and “entities” travel between.  

In the Mexican “Curandera” (medicine woman) tradition, we (I say “we” not as a 

Mexican but as someone who was passed down certain ways through marriage 

and family ties) call certain cleanings “limpezas” or “limpias”. Plants are often 

used in holy waters, baths, smoking rituals, brushing or hitting the body, 

poultices, ointments, teas and tinctures and ceremony to ward off a variety of 

maleficent beings and energies, from the evil eye and jealousy that has become 

“attached” to low frequency memories or karmic worries. Limpezas are also 

used – with plants, eggs, smoke, etc - to retrieving parts of the soul lost by 

fright or trauma and to improve multi-dimensional communications and the 

efficacy of a ceremony.  

While I am not suggesting you use these techniques – one must be trained in 

these and have a certain natural ability to do them with or for others – I am 

asking you to be aware of an important tradition to this initiate’s life and to see 

if plant medicine is your calling - If not for others definitely for self. The 

Priestess always cleanse her surroundings. This improves intuition and just 

gets better over time and with extensive practice. Of course, knowledge, asking 

permission and respect are key ingredients to using a local culture or 

landscape’s medicine, even if your ancestors came from there. As with my 

Mi'kmaq (Nova Scotia) ancestors, we will ask the “spirit” of the land and the 

plants- elements & animals - we wish to access for permission and right 

relationship. 
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Some well-known “curas” (cures) in the curandera tradition, I have found, 

include – Agua de Florida, Rosemary, Rue, Pepper Tree, Tobacco, Copal, egg 

cleanse, healing hands/massage, fire, water, sound/prayer, plants, candles, 

full moon limpias (baths). Here, I will be sharing a technique for preparing your 

full moon bath out of the sanctity of the water, the plants and tradition, and to 

honor your body as a temple that it is. This is the Priestess way, using water to 

purify the body and soul and to prepare for ritual and ceremony, even sex.    

Of course, you don’t have to be a trained (or a natural) shaman to know your 

plants, to practice some of the techniques shared in this manual. But, as a 

priestess in training, you do need to connect to what your energetic bodies 

need and to act accordingly. Plants – as Mother Gaia’s body parts – are 

essential to a woman’s traditional wisdom, of self, of society and of Gaia. When 

we connect with the plants, we connect with our ancestors. We heal the past 

through the flesh and the body that we breathe.  

It is important to practice the medicine of your people and to know, honor and 

treat with reverence and respect the plant and indigenous ways of your local 

surroundings. You can take classes, seek training and/or create deep, personal 

bonds (and experimentations) with the plants themselves. They have everything 

you need to know. In my Priestess Apprentice Level II we will dive into plant 

knowledge, womb medicine practices! But, for now - 

FIRST, ALWAYS “CONNECT” WITH THE PLANTS: 

 

1. KNOW YOUR “SOURCES”: It’s always best to grow your own and have a 

direct relationship, and to know its history and source. First, pray for 

your ancestors to share with you their medicine and the plants 

themselves to “come to you.” If purchased, find out if where it comes 

from, if it’s imported, seasonal, indigenous or whatnot. Is it organic or 

sprayed with pesticides? Who grows it? Are there traditions (if a 

traditional medicinal from the region) and working conditions you need 

to know about? Is it endangered (Palo Santo is a favorite but due to over-

usage, it’s in short supply and should be used sparingly). Do you have 

permission?  

2. MEDITATE IN COMMUNION WITH THE LIVE PLANT (IN THE GROUND 

PREFERRED), OR IN ANY OTHER (DRIED, TEA, TINCTURE, OIL) FORM 
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3. “CONNECT”: Planting, tending, harvesting; sketching; poetry; “musing” 

(drawing out sacred messages in order to understand its “essence”); song  

4. PLAY WITH THE SENSES:  Use your sense of wonder and all of your 

“senses” to play with the plant, form a bond, get to know each other. Of 

course, know its properties, too – Like, should it be put on the skin, 

diluted, ingested or NOT? Allergies or poisons? If an edible weed or herb, 

or you can EAT IT, DO!!! Keeping a PLANT GLOSSARY is a great idea, 

filled with your musings, sketches, questions, usages & findings! 

5. ASK FOR A MESSAGE OR A LESSON FROM THE PLANTS YOU WORK 

WITH: Are we right for one another? What do I need to know about you 

to be in “right relations” with you, myself, the Earth & other people? 

What can you teach me? What am I yet not ready to know? Should I use 

you? How do I treat you with reverence & respect? How have I not been in 

integrity? For what purpose are you to be shared or incorporated into 

ritual or daily medicine? AM I respecting the local flora/fauna and 

indigenous ways? Am I ready? What do I NOT use you for? Ask more…   

6. DO RESEARCH & SCIENTIFIC INQUIRY: Some plants make some skins 

itch or cause an allergic reaction or are poisonous if taken internally, or 

could be possibly harmful to certain populations such as pregnant, 

breastfeeding or individuals with high blood pressure. Consult a 

physician if you are concerned. Get accurate, reliable information. 

7. TRIAL & ERROR: Using “permission”, “asking for forgiveness” when plant 

has been misused, overused or misunderstood, seeking professional & 

local wisdom, learning about your own needs, boundaries & limitations 

as your Priestess medicine weapons of choice setting clear & loving 

intentions. This is especially important with plants that have 

psychoactive or “drug” effects, which can often be over-used and treated 

disrespectfully (peyote, cannabis, ayahuasca, damiana, coca, poppy, etc), 

and with local plants that are considered “sacred” (white Palo Santo, 

sage, sweetgrass) to a specific group of people. 
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SOME WAYS WE PREPARE OR PRESERVE PLANT MEDICINES: 

1. PLANTING, WATERING, “TENDING”, PRAYING “WITH” & “TO” 

2. DRYING, CURING 

3. CREATING HOMEMADE INFUSIONS (TEA), DECOCTIONS OR 

TINCTURES 

4. MAKING OILS WITH PLANTS INSIDE; EXTRACTING “ESSENTIAL OILS” 

5. CREAMS/BUTTERS/OINTMENTS 

6. POULTICES OR BUNDLES PLACED ON “AFFECTED” AREA 

7. HOLY OILS (BLESSED BY A PLACE, ELDER OR SACRED PERSON) 

8. SMOKING (INHALATION, RUNNING OVER THE BODY, BLOWING ON 

RECIPIENT OR INTO “INFECTED AREA”, “MOXA” STICK, OTHER) 

SOME GOOD “PLANT MEDICINE” THINGS TO HAVE AROUND: 

 Planting tools, soil, gardening books, plant identification booklets  

 An herb garden (at minimum) – great for helping even basic ailments 

such as cold and flu, skin problems & for Full Moon Ritual Baths 

 Mortar & pestle to crush or grind medicinas 

 Tea strainer, tea pot to “seep” herbs/plants 

 A dry, dark place to hang and/or dry plants away from light, air, sun and 

moisture; organic, natural string to hang things; drying racks 

 Hard alcohol, glycerin or other “oil” if you wish to make oils or medicine 

tinctures; dark, tightly sealed jars for “soaking” plants over time; sieves 

 Cheesecloth or cotton tea bags, strain or hold plants in your sacred 

baths etc. 

 Cotton tea bags, canvas scraps or amulets, jars or “purses”/medicine 

bags to place plant medicine in from trees, in corners, in pockets or 

around the neck for protection, uplifting energy or another desired result 

 A sacred place to meditate on & connect with certain medicines 

 Optional Idea: A plant altar or shrine, a place to “communicate” 
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 Local/”elder” knowledge to guide your path & know best practices for the 

local environment and spirit of the land; To act in accordance with local 

custom and/or Earth-loving, respecting, honorable ways 

 

Now, LET’S PREPARE A RITUAL FULL MOON MEDICINE BATH:  

Women – across cultures, but especially medicine women, have used water 

(ocean, river, stream, holy, other) to purify their bodies from toxins, their minds 

from mental chatter/programs, their hearts from unwanted contracts and 

energetic cords, their wombs from outsiders (wanted or unwanted), their entire 

system from unwanted vampiric attack or the evil eye, or to merely bless, honor 

and serve the Divine Feminine found in her holy temple, the body.  

From ancient Roman baths (well, these were mostly strange and male 

dominated) to West African or Santeria birth cleansing rituals to the 

purification bath for post-menstruation and marital sex purification, the 

“mikveh or the “limpia” bath or medicine wash you will be asked to try for the 

next full moon. As with Native American “sweatlodge” or Mexican “Temazcal” 

(both NOT baths but sacred ritual spaces for spiritual purification using steam 

and sacred practices), the curandera Full Moon Ritual Bath is not allowed 

during menses. 

The Mexican Curandera perspective as to why we conduct a “limpia” includes 

the understanding that around the full moon one is extra sensitive to outside 

energies (influences), emotions and environmental energies can be erratic or 

nefarious, and it’s just a good time for a mind, body, spirit cleanse when the 

moon is ripe like this. And, well- Let’s not forget the ancient understanding 

that women are deeply connected to the moon cycles. We carry the intrinsic 

knowledge: The women’s typical menstrual cycles matches the moon’s typical 

28-29 day cycle.  

Traditionally, the curandera prepares her “limpia” (cleanse) on the full moon as 

a part of her self-love, protective ritual. You will be asked to do one if you have 

not already, using these instructions. Trust your senses and intuition to pick 

which materials (medicines) and sacred space best match you, your knowledge 

and your needs. But, also honor tradition by starting with these steps below. 

First, you will need to say a prayer for the waters and give an offering as you 

choose your bath or medicine wash location. Our waters are under attack and 

must be respected and preserved. Thus, it’s important you create a sacred 

relationship with the waters, including those you use to bathe and the clean 

water you drink around the time of Full Moon ceremony. “Mni Wiconi” means 

“Water is Life”. It is a sacred term made public by the huge Standing Rock 
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protests (2016-2017, to stop a pipeline from being built and protect the waters 

and Earth’s sacred fluids) and created by Lakota water activists nearly three 

decades ago in South Dakota. We honor their struggle and the role the 

indigenous people and activists here play in our roles as Priestesses, all 

working to connect to and commune with all nature’s sacred elements and to 

establish peace on Earth.  

After establishing your relationship to water (try connecting to steam, heat and 

fire as well, energetically and spiritually), you will be asked to connect with 

the plants that resonate for you (SEE ABOVE). Conduct ceremony to honor 

and understand, or at least “communicate” and meditate.  

ASK, What is your current mental, emotional, spiritual, physical state? What 

are you hoping to achieve (what is your intention) for your full moon ritual 

bath? What kind of full moon ritual do you intend? The protocol and these 

questions will help guide you in knowing which plant medicines to use in your 

ritual bath(s).  

Generally, these baths include running hot water through the bundled plants 

or letting them “seep” for 10 or more minutes, then soaking in the water for 

twenty minutes, or using a ladle to pour over oneself in an intentional, 

therapeutic way (outside is best). 

Connect with your plants in dreamtime near your pillow, in meditation and 

inquiry (a “get-to-know-you” session), in scientific experimentation (know 

which plants DO WHAT and if you have any allergies to certain ones), and in 

planting and connecting on a spiritual level with them and the Earth.  

I have listed plants that can be used in your Ritual Bath – best done midday 

and not before noon nor after 6pm on a full moon.  

I’ve intended THIS LIST to specifically apply to Ritual Full Moon Baths. They 

are not to be used internally, although many can be used in this way if the 

medicine woman knows her plants, the land she occupies and her own 

physical, energetic limitations as well. Always consult a physician before trying 

any of these plants or even hot baths if you are pregnant or breastfeeding, have 

high blood pressure, are menstruating, have lesions, sores or skin issues, or 

suffer from a chronic medical condition or mental/psychological disorder. 
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THE BATH ITSELF 

1. Pick day, time and special location, either with bathtub (wouldn’t outside 

under the sky be amazing!) or without (you will be using it as a wash instead 

using a bucket, bowl, ladle or cup). Full Moon, and Tuesday/Friday best. 

2. Prepare your altar or light your white candle. Sit in ceremony to know: 1) 

Intent and purpose, desired results, what you are praying for; and, 2) Which 

“medicines” speak to you. Use protocol above. 

3. Gather your plants and other objects/medicines. Use the protocol above to 

“make sure” these plants are right for you. Do they give permission? Would the 

local land approve? Your matriarchal (female) ancestors? 

4. Create or join an inviting, quiet, sacred space (ambiance). 

5. Use white sage or copal (smoke) to purify the body and the space 

6. Either draw an actual bath or seep your herbs/plants in hot water to be 

used as a “wash”. My favorite baths consist of salts or baking soda, rose petals, 

pieces of rosemary, basil and, if those are unavailable a drop of a favorite 

essential oil such as frankincense.  

7. To draw the curandera bath, you can place materials directly in the tub OR, 

better yet, in cheesecloth, wrapped and tied to the bathtub faucet so the hot 

water can “run” over it for at least ten minutes. Remove plants if needed. If no 

tub, stand outside or in the shower, pouring the hot or warm medicine bath 

over you while saying a favorite prayer. Music and candles (a white one 

preferably) can assist in the cleansing effect. Add any drops of essential oil 

(these are strong) only as you start to enter your bath, everything a prayer! 

Whatever you use, follow protocol above and call in each medicine in prayer. 

8. If you are in a tub, try to soak for 20-30 minutes in deep meditation. You 

can say a favorite “letting go” mantra for the full moon, stare into the white 

candle you have said a prayer with or while slapping a large cedar piece over 

your back, focusing on letting go. You can also do your “medicine wash” in a 

sauna or steam room if it’s purified, clear of distractions (other people) and you 

spend no more than 15 minutes, coming and going for the hot/cold effect. 

9. Conduct sacred ritual, or (at minimum create the bath as ritual by calling 

out loud what you are sending away (cleaning in your limpia), then demanding 

what it is you are calling IN out loud. Meditate and pray on these.  

10. After “cleansing” and sweating these things away, it can be a great time to 

self-pleasure yourself if pleasure, sacred sexuality, desire, body self-love or 

releasing tension are “coming up”. Honor your womb; say a prayer for her. Ask 

for her to be cleansed, holy and wise. 
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11. Thank the sacred waters, your beautiful body and all medicines used, 

along with the local land you occupy. Feel the gratitude. 

12. Once complete, slowly leave, sit and dry yourself. At this time you can now 

“anoint” yourself with holy oils (such as Frankincense, Ylang Ylang, amber, 

jasmine, patchouli, rose, rosemary, you get the idea) or the agua de florida you 

have made and either close this as ceremony or continue on to a full “full 

moon” ritual. Be well! 

 

PLANT/PLANT SOURCE MEDICINES FOR FULL MOON RITUAL BATHS 

ANGELICA ROOT/DONG QUAI (Europe; North America; Siberia) – Used in old 

Europe, witchcraft, American folklore. Wards off evil spirits, removes hex. 

Cleanses/attracts positive energies. Alaskan Aleut peoples used roots internally 

and externally for wound healing. Dried/fresh, oil. Careful when “harvesting”; 

It looks similar to some poisonous wild plants. Talismans, ritual baths, 

mopping, protective spritzers. Not to be taken internally in this packet but 

medical grade is used in Chinese medicine. Consult a physician if used in bath. 

Archangel Michael, used to ward off plague in Middle Ages. “Oil of Angels”. 

BASIL (Asia, Europe, Africa) – Sweet & spicy (different usages). Wards off 

attack, evil eye. Mental clarity, love, romance, money. Refreshing & uplifting, 

attracts high vibration. Excellent in baths, mop water, consecrating objects or 

in water like flower bouquet. Best fresh to retain healing properties. Anti -

microbial & -inflammatory. Stomach, headache, trusting gut, warming & 

sweetening, attracts spritely fairies & faes.  

BENZOIN ESSENTIAL OIL (Asia, tropical) – Calming, protective, clearing & 

cleansing. Tree resin, burnt as incense, oil, pot pourri, added in ritual by 

ancient Europe & Mayans. Coughs, blisters, cuts, throat lozenges, ointments. 

Stress, anti-microbial, anti-inflammatory. External unless medical grade 

product. 

BURDOCK ROOT () – Folk medicine. Wards off bad luck. Dried root applied to 

sacred baths, teas. Used internally for stomach and systemic problems (consult 

a physician). 

CANNABIS (world) – Hemp or marijuana leaves can be quite helpful for 

poultices, healing balms, oils or, if regulated and understood – internally. 

Consult a physician. Some are allergic to oils, found on all parts of plant. 

Leaves in bath can help channeling, calming, perhaps anti-inflammatory.      

CEDAR (world) – Earthy, uplifting, grounding, house cleansing, masculine, 

supportive. Forest & faes, angels, love. Protective amulet, wood wands, wood 
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boxes, altars, sacred spaces. Sacred Tree of Life to ancient Hebrew, Nordic & 

Celtic peoples. Dried or as wood for ritual burns or amulets. Oils & tinctures. 

Leaves used to “whack” away negative spirits from body in Native Americans 

ceremony/sweat-lodge. Smudging, burning therapy (burn away regret/worry). 

Fresh cedar in baths. 

CHAMOMILE (Europe, Asia) – Healing, calming, dreams, divination, re-ordering 

properties. Wards off negative entities. Anti-microbial. Tea, eye wash, seep in 

hot water then add to bath/bathe, incense. Helps destroy free radicals. Nerves, 

insomnia, muscle spasms, stomach, nausea, allergies & infections. Colds, sore 

throat, eye infection, skin.  

COPAL (Americas) – Sweet, earthy, protective. Charging objects. Purification & 

consecration. Sacred to the peoples of the Amazon, Central America, Mexico 

and burned in ceremony. Amulets, ceremony, oil, perfume. External. 

DAMIANA LEAF (Americas, Caribbean) – Meditation, divination, clearing. 

Fragrant, calming, sensual. Headache, mood disorders, tension, anxiety, evil 

eye, soul loss. Sacred to Mayan curanderas. Tea, burning to cleanse, elixirs, 

offerings to guides . Ritual baths. “Herba de la pastora” or Mexican 

damiana. Fragrant shrub with edible fruit & flowers. Used as aphrodisiac, 

charms for sex magick or to lower inhibition and astral travel. Be mindful; Use 

with a shaman if can. Psychotropic. Illegal in some places. Not for pregnant or 

breastfeeding women.  

DARK AMBER RESIN (India/Asia) – Perfect for applying to body after a sacred 

Ritual Bath or before ceremony as “perfume”, oil. Sweet, sensual, aphrodisiac.  

EUCALYPTUS (Australia) – Protecting, cleansing, uplifting. Mental clarity, heart 

opening, lungs. New perspective, clear mental blockages or outside 

interferences. Tea, sachets, essential oil, oil blends, dream sachets, hang. Oil 

good for cleaning ritual objects. Coughs, inflammation, drowsiness, depression, 

regret. Avoid oil internally & teas sparingly. An “invasive” species in Portugal. 

FRANCINSENSE (north Africa) – From Olibanum tree gum resin. Calming, 

nurturing, sensual, grounding, spiritual. Protective against negative, unwanted 

energies. Sacred in Gnostic, Biblical & Holy Sofia work. Great in almost all 

spiritual work. Whole, ground. Perfume, oil. Burned to ward off evil. External.  

HYSSOP – (southern Europe) Purifying, wards of sickness, evil eye & negative 

spirits. Cleanse regret, confusion, sadness. Sacred to certain ancient/pagan 

traditions -Used to mop floor or cleanse sacred items. Bitter herbs from “Old 

Testament”. Fresh, hang dried to protect, baths, mop water, oils. Fragrant. 

Plant good for bees, butterflies & hummingbirds. Antiseptic. Coughs.  
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JASMINE – (India, Iran, Afghanistan, Kashmir) Love, sweetness, abundance, 

aphrodisiac. Fresh flowers, essential oils. Baths, perfumes, tea, oils, Venus. 

Associated with the Mother, Kuan Yin in Buddhist tradition and with sacred 

sexuality goddesses of Asia. 

LAVENDAR (Mediterranean) – Mental clarity, peace, heart, health, love, helps 

depression & ennui. Oil, food, fresh, dried, sachets or medicine bundles. 

Calming & grounding. Good for easeful dreams. Anti-microbial. Blood 

circulation, respiration, skin, positive path, sweet vibration. Wisdom. External.  

LEMON VERBANA (Chile, Argentina) – Fresh, spritely, uplifting. Relaxing. 

Exhaustion or apathy. Hyper tension. Liver cleansing. High vibration. Childlike 

innocence. Used in perfumes & Agua de Florida. Essential oil, dried for teas, 

fresh for teas. Baths, tea, supplements. Similar properties of mint or orange. 

Good for hangover they say.  

MUGWORT (Europe, Asia) – Relaxation, ease. Dreams, sixth sense, channeling.  

Centering, extra-sensory abilities, the witch’s herb, magic, healing. Great for 

bath water concoctions, teas, herbal salves, potions. A weed used by 

Californian (American) tribes to help with allergies, inflammation, infectious 

colds. Used in moxi-bustion burning in Chinese acupuncture (moxa sticks). 

Belly salve for menstrual cramps. Not for pregnant women/induces labor. 

”Initiator” for other plant medicines, taking it deeper into the muscles & cells. 

Anti-bacterial. Insecticide. High frequency. 

OREGENO – Wards of evil spirits. Balance, peace, psychic intuition, protection, 

order, clarity. Anti-fungal, anti-bacterial, anti-viral. Some Italian pagans use 

oregano waiter to spiritually wash their floors. Be careful of putting oregano oil 

in the bath, skin or especially internally. Consult a physician. Use 

fresh/dried/tincture/oil. Lungs, stomach, cramps, skin, heart, open to 

breathe. 

PATCHOULI – Grounding, spirit communications, money, earth connections, 

sex magick. Incense, oils, pot pourri. External. 

PEONY – Just one more flower (lotus, chrysanthemum, other) to add to a 

medicine bath. Fresh, dried or oil. Plant can “sit” or “seep” then be removed.  

PEPPER TREE PLANT – (southwest U.S. Mexico, Peru) Used in a series of 

concoctions, including ritual baths. Also used to “slap” the evil (negative 

energies/entities) of the client’s afflicted area.  

PINE – (world) Grounding, earthy, clearing, strengthening, centering 

fragmented parts. Forgiveness, adrenals, clears phlegm/congestion in body. 

Dragons, forest, forest spirits. Oil, fresh, dried, baths, burnt to protect & 
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cleanse or as incense. Can irritate skin, so be careful with putting oil in bath, 

fresh should be fine. External. 

ROSE – (Europe, Asia, North America, Middle East) Sweet, aromatic, healing, 

calming, sensual, nurturing. Essential for Priestess Medicine work, especially 

white roses due to the purity of these & this being a “White Rose Lineage” of 

the Holy Sofia Order. Love, heart, dreams, honoring the Mother, Venus, 

goddess. Petals in baths or bed or in sachets, hung from ceiling. Perfume, oil, 

soaps. 

ROSEMARY (Europe) – Wards off evil spirits, protective, extremely attractive to 

high frequency beings of Light. Happiness, health, warmth, longevity. Chi/ki, 

elasticity, balance, friendship, passion. Burn, fresh, dried and seeped, oil, mop 

& bath water. Anti-bacterial, anti-fungal. Aids digestion, memory, nerves, hair 

growth, circulation, calming, wounds, menstrual flow. In/ex-ternal. Fresh, 

dried, food, baths, oil, amulet, incense in smoke/burning rituals (dried first).   

RUE (origins Europe, Middle East; Ruta graveolens) – Protects against negative 

entities, evil eye & disease. Strong smelling, bitter taste. Poisonous in high 

doses. House blessings. Cleansing objects & floors, ritual baths, hanging from 

corners, incense. Spirit communication, “clearing” the path. Eyes, sixth sense. 

Popular throughout ancient world for spiritual work & in Holy Roman Church 

cleansings. Pagan exorcism, fertility rites. Mexican curandera baths & 

“smoking” cleansings. Not for pregnant women. Brings on menstruation.   

SAGE (Americas; Europe)– White sage is one of four main ceremonial 

ingredients for indigenous North American peoples – Sage, tobacco, cedar, 

sweetgrass. Must be treated as sacred. Used in “smudge sticks”. Some ask that 

non-Native people not call theirs “smudging” out of respect. Many sage variants 

used worldwide medicinally or as a fresh herb in food, soups or seeped water 

with dried plant to bathe with. Anti-oxidant. Helps with asthma, bleeding 

disorders, infection, throat/cold, high cholesterol, contagions.     

SANDALWOOD (Australia, India, South Pacific, Indonesia) – Good for burning 

(oil or wood) while bathing or splashing a dab in bath. Sensual, grounding, 

centering, protective. External. Meditative, calming, sweet, ecstatic, good for 

channeling & connecting to heart-love space. External.  

SWEETGRASS (North America) – Usually dried, braided then burned in 

ceremony for North American Natives/First Nation peoples, a sacred plant to be 

used as protective talismans, in teas, in baths, in “smudging” near end of 

ceremony, smoking mixtures combined with tobacco. Represents Creator, the 

Mother, home. Gives off sweet smell, is purifying, toning & protective. Good for 

cough, sinuses, in clothes for inflammation/arthritis. Often used with three 
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other scared plants in Native ceremony – Tobacco, cedar, sage. Debate over 

whether or not non-Natives should use it or use native “wording”.  

THYME – Wards of infection & evil energies. Put a spriggle in the bath. Anti-

bacterial, anti-fungal. Warming, soothing, cleansing. Bath, aromatherapy, 

ointment, tea, soups. Throat, canker sores, stomach bugs.  

VANILLA BEAN – Sucks out negative energies. Sweet & inviting pod of orchid 

plant wards of negative entities, attracting positive. Oil or vanilla pod. Baths, 

cooking, scents, candles. Ani-oxidant. Nerves, metabolism, high cholesterol, 

inflammation, skin, burns & cuts.  

VERVAIN/VERBANA (Europe; Verbena officinalis) – Protection against evil. 

Good for “opening” channels & divination. Purification. Used by ancient 

Romans and Druids as “sacred” plant medicine. Druid plant of consecration & 

initiation. Teas, incense, ritual water/baths, placed on ritual fires, talisman, 

ointments.  

VETIVER – Calming, soothing & grounding. Intuition, good luck, grief, self-

pleasure, love. Tranquility, peace, stability, earthiness, home. Clears energy 

field and often used in Santeria & pagan ritual. Perfect fresh, dried or in oil for 

baths, incense, pot pourris, sachets. A grass in same family as lemongrass & 

citronella. Used in Indian incense, perfumes mostly for men. 

WHITE WILLOW BARK (Salix alba; Europe) – Crone, moon ritual, sorrow, 

healing, tonifying. Pain reliever in tea form or alternative medicine (consult a 

physician if taken internally). Throw in the bath, sprinkle around a full moon 

ritual, use in magick potion or drink tea.  

WORMWOOD (ancient Egypt, Europe) – Old pagan/witchcraft tool. Spells, 

removing hexes, digestion, protection. Can be poisonous in high doses if taken 

internally. Consult a physician.   

YARROW (Asia, Americas, Europe) – Divination, ceremonial magic, protection & 

cleansing. Blood purifier, love attractant, good dreams, metaphysical 

understanding. Physical & psychic boundaries. Baths when 

ill/fever/protection, teas, compresses, tinctures, wounds, love amulets. 

Backyard all-round remedy for wound bleeding, inflammation, virus/bacteria, 

fever, digestion, detox, cramps. Calming, tonifying. Astringent.      

YLANG YLANG – Made from flowers of Cananga odorata. Divine Feminine, 

sweet, aromatic, enticing, sensual. Calming, reduces rage and resentment. 

Restores sexual vitality & passion. Nurturing, calming, exciting. Womb healing, 

abandonment. Sexual healing. Aphrodisiac. Great as drop of oil into bath water 

or homemade Florida Water/Flower Water. External. 
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OTHER MEDICINES TO USE IN YOUR RITUAL FULL MOON BATH - 

 APPLE CIDER VINEGAR (WITH “THE MOTHER”) – Sucks out toxins; 

dries but helps skin, hair and vaginal PH balance 

 BAKING SODA – Draws out “dis-ease”, balances PH 

 CLAY – Draws out, tonifies 

 CRYSTALS – Charge, heal, purify, electrify  

 STONES – Grounds, charges, relaxes (in water, on belly or third eye, or 

in hand) 

 HEMP LEAVES – Tonifying, calming, good for some skin conditions 

(beware, some are highly sensitive or allergic to the oil it gives off)  

 AGUA DE FLORIDA – By Murray & Lanman (New York-Peru); Can be 

found in Mexican food or Santeria shops, or purchased online, an 

essential in many Curandera or shamanic traditions throughout 

“Americas”; Make your own “Agua de Flor” (Flower Water) SEE BELOW 

 OILS FOR AFTERWARDS – Homemade, store bought or holy; medicinal 

or “luxurious” - “Anoint” yourself as a divine woman of God/Goddess  

 COURSE SALT CRYSTALS (no iodine) – Add a Tablespoon of Himalayan 

Pink Salt or Sea Salt; Draws out, tonifies, softens skin 

 

MAKING YOUR OWN AGUA DE FLORIDA (AGUA DE FLORES)  

“Agua de Florida” is actually a brand name, a synthetic perfume used for over a 

hundred years throughout Latin America. It is used to clean/cleanse the air, 

the human aura (energetic field), the floors, sacred objects and even bodies (I 

do not suggest the body portion as it’s synthetic and only a little bit is needed 

from the product - a drop in the mop or bath water, or a very diluted spritzer). 

Agua de Florida gives off a very high vibration that can slay almost any demon 

(that is merely an “expression” here!).  

To make your own potent magical concoction – using sacred flowers and herbs, 

even crystals or the charging of the moon – for a sacred Ritual Bath, mopping, 

dusting, as perfume or a spritzer, is always best. Try some of these recipes, or 

better yet- Follow the protocol above to spiritually “tune into” the right 

medicines you are meant to incorporate into your ritual cleansings. Then, 

prepare your medicine accordingly. 
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AGUA DE FLORIDA RECIPES - 

RECIPE #1: Pour 5 cups of high voltage vodka in a large glass jar or container 

that can be closed and secured tightly when done. Start on the new moon and 

use on the full moon, beginning with your Full Moon Ritual Bath. Add 4 cups 

aromatic rose petals (fresh or dried, fresh preferred), 4 cups of another 

aromatic flower (like jasmine), 2 cups mint, lemon balm or lemon vervain, a tip 

of fresh cedar, 3 cinnamon sticks, dried orange peel pieces & 2 drops of your 

favorite, flowery or lemony essential oil. Place in a dry, airtight, dark place for 

those 28 days, no less than 14 days. Use a strainer or mesh cloth to separate 

the plants from the “Water”. Put water in airtight jar to be used in sacred 

ceremony or for daily energetic cleansings. You can add a rose quartz or clear 

crystal and let the water sit out under the full moon for a sweet, added effect! 

RECIPE #2: Cook it! Cooking your concoction will help take off some of the 

alcohol smell. As you cook it be careful to stay clear of the smell as it can be 

quite strong. AIR OUT THE ROOM! Use these plants or concoct your own based 

on your intimate meditations: 3 cups aromatic rose petals (fresh or dried), 3 

cups of another aromatic flower (like jasmine), 1.5 cups mint, lemon balm or 

lemon vervain, a tip of fresh cedar, 3 cinnamon sticks, a dried orange peel 

piece & 1 drops of your favorite, flowery or lemony essential oil; ¼ cup dried 

Angelica Root. First cook dried plants for 9 minutes. Add fresh plants. Cook on 

medium-low simmer for 20-40 minutes until the vodka is no longer the 

dominant smell. Add 1-2 drops of your favorite essential oils. Let cool then 

strain. Use Recipe #1 instructions if you choose. 

RECIPE #3: Of course, you can always go natural and not use anything but 

fresh water (no alcohol), plants (rose petal, jasmine), coral, seeds, a sprig of 

rosemary and a sacred crystal. Maybe throw in a drop of essential oil – Ylang 

Ylang is a favorite of mine, but best used WITHOUT the rosemary. Make a 

smaller batch than above as it goes bad quickly. Shake it, pray for it to be of 

the highest good, let it sit in the full moon light for several days, then use right 

away. I use this – or a variation therein – as “blessing water” when people enter 

my ceremonies. Cleanse aura, energetic field, and is like a pre-ceremonial tool.  
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PLANT INFUSIONS, DECOCTIONS OR TINCTURES: 

YOU can make your own rich, deeply healing herbal plant concoctions. Just 

make sure to use reliable sources when assessing WHICH plants to use, 

making sure it can be indigested, that it is good for YOUR body or condition 

and that you fully understand the strength, properties and best way to use 

whatever concoction you brew up. Use plants below or three you choose, fresh 

or dried: 

 TRY A FRESH OR DRY CANNABIS LEAF INFUSION! (If you feel comfortable! The hemp 

plant – which is not the “drug” version” we think of, has great CBD’s for a variety of 

ailments. Consult a physician.) 

 TRY A LEMON BALM LEAF & STEM DECOCTION! 

 MAKE A NETTLE (Europe, Americas) TINCTURE – Protective from spiritual attack, 

purifying, abundance. Blood tonic. Allergies. Lowers blood sugar & pressure. Teas, food, 

tinctures.    

A. Infusion (like “tea”): In a metal pot boil water. Pour one pint over one ounce 

(one cup) of fresh or dried herbs. Some say to steep for only 15-20 minutes 

while hardcore herbalists may say hours. For harder plants a hot infusion like 

this is best. For “slimy” or fragile plants a cold infusion may be best. Strain and 

store, preferably without a metal lid. 

B. Decoction (boiling with the plant in it): Best for dried bark, roots, seeds, 

berries and hardy plants/herbs. Use a ceramic pot only. Put roughly 1.5 pints 

of cold water over a cup of medicinal plant material. Simmer for 20 to 60 

minutes. Let stand and seep for 30 minutes. Strain. Drink and store, preferably 

without a metal lid. 

C. Tinctures: Gather 80 proof alcohol, preferably high quality Vodka, your 

preferred herb/plant, dark colored jars with lids (not metal if possible) and 

dark colored tincture bottles (1 to 4 ounces/oz. depending), and some 

cheesecloth. Tinctures of Nettles, Lemon Balm or Cannabis can be quite helpful 

for nervous conditions and anxiety. For a lighter herb, you can use 2 oz of the 

plant. For a hardier plant, you can use 4 oz. Fill pint jar or container to rim 

with plant and cover fully with Vodka. Let it stay in a dark, cold space away 

from kids and animals for at least 14 days (more makes it more rich). Shake or 

stir twice per day. Mash and strain, using a cheesecloth. Pout the liquid into 

your tincture bottles and secure. This can stay for up to 5 years, perhaps. If it’s 

long-term cover with wax before securing with the bottle’s lid. Use when needed 

and according to physician advice. Label with name and date. 

Generally, homemade concoctions tend to be stronger than store-bought, so 

beware and change dosages accordingly! Enjoy! 
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Womb Medicine Techniques  
The Womb as the Seat of Consciousness 

The Yoni has been the center of it all, the main show, the source of all life 

forms here on Earth – It is the portal through which most creativity and 

sustenance takes place. Thus, we must honor her; She is 

the Way of the Priestess, The Way of the Sage/Medicine 

Woman. Today we can see this ancient art of honoring 

the divine wisdom inherent in the sacred sexual parts of 

the woman in ancient goddess statues dating back to the 

Bronze age and in remains on old cathedrals throughout 

Europe of the Sheela Na Gig. Here she is exposing her 

enlarged vulva for all to see, some say as a way to scare 

of intruders or warn of us of the ugly nature of carnal sin 

and lust, other feminist scholars claiming the Sheela Na 

Gig is a remnant of the our goddess-worshipping (vulva worshipping) pagan 

past.  

Either way, the vulva is testament to the creative (and destructive) abilities of 

divine feminine power and to understanding your own vulva magick is a key 

ingredient to intuitive powers, self-mastery, sacred union and sacred sexuality, 

and, well- overall health. So, enjoy! In Level Two of Priestess  Apprentice we will 

dive into the ways one can do these effectively for self, teach or hold sacred 

space for some of these sacred rituals in the art of womb medicine ways – 

Which of the following priestess practices will you continue to try or try for the 

first time in the coming month? 

Ritual Full Moon Baths for “Womb Cleansing” 

 

“Earthing” 

Earthing is the practice of laying, sitting or standing on the bare Earth in order 

to connect to it, heal from it and share wisdom and insights (and to receive 

these). Like trees, the woman’s body talks with dirt and soil, receiving much 

food for thoughts. As well, trees and dirt are great for releasing sorrows, 

worries, bad energy or sexual traumas. Re-connecting with Earth can greatly 

improve moods, sex, creativity, intuition & magical efficacy. TRY THIS! Take 

time once a week to lay, sit or stand, preferably naked, for 20-30 minutes. Add 

a full moon or moon magick (menstrual blood) ritual for increased Earth-

intuition connections. 
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Using Natural Menstrual Products 

The vagina has its own way of cleaning itself so there is no need for putting 

anything up there, especially if it could be harmful, isn’t natural and could 

disturb the PH balance. Try natural, organic pads or tampons, cups or discs to 

“collect” the blood, or other natural means. As well, always opt for light colored, 

breathable cotton underwear or no underwear at all! Exposing your vagina to 

the elements (even vaginal “sunsoaking” or ”moonsoaking”) can be very 

rewarding! But most modern feminine hygiene products today are laden with 

toxic chemicals which can be harmfully absorbed into the bloodstream.  

Moon (Blood) Magic Rituals/Retreats 

 a. Earth Giving Ceremony – This is when you take your menstrual 

blood and give it to the dirt, soil or moss. In many ancient cultures, and still in 

some British Columbia First Nations tribes, women leave society to the hut or 

the forest to focus on bleeding, often combined with vision quest, sacred ritual 

or women’s pampering rituals. Isolation, rest, introspection are paramount 

when you give your blood to the Earth, as an offering, as a plea or as a prayer. 

Sitting bare on the ground is best, but one can also “collect” (even soaking a 

menstrual fluid-filled tampon) and pour your offering into a sacred space while 

doing ceremony. Have clear intentions, an open heart and conduct heartfelt 

prayer! 

 b. Ocean Giving Ceremony – As with Earth Giving, you can “bleed into” 

the ocean, river or a stream, as water is like us and our moon flow, the watery 

essence that gives all life. She loves it when we share, and when we share 

consciously with prayer. Add a New Moon beach/ocean ceremony if you wish. 

 c. Moon (Menstrual Cycle) Retreat – Take 3-5 days, preferably around 

your menses (if you still bleed) and do full-on retreat mode. Follow or use any 

of your Priestess Apprentice materials as windows into what and how to treat 

this special time or to create honoring ceremony! 

Monitoring Your Moon Cycle 

In ancient times, women often celebrated their moon cycles and each other, for 

example with “Red Tents” in Bedouin and Middle Eastern cultures, during the 

New Moon, when they often bled together, harmonizing with the cycles of the 

moon (28-29 days). Women often knew their cycles more fully than they do 

now, knowing when ovulation or menses were about to occur thus regulating 

their fertility and daily lives. This gave them a great sense of control over their 

bodies. Today, with our busy lives and so many pollutants in our foods, water 

and air, including the usage of synthetic hormones (oral birth control, for 

example), things can get a bit irritating.  
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That’s why monitoring your menstrual cycle can greatly increase self-

awareness and self-efficacy. There are great books and women’s circles that 

teach tracking mucus, basal body temperature (lowest temperature during 

resting state), the cervix’s appearance among other things. This helped me as a 

form of natural birth control but also for “getting in touch” with my body, 

moods, desires & needs. Tie this with ritual and you have a beautiful creation 

to honor yourself, the Divine Feminine, moon & the seasons.  

Get “Up Close” with Your Vulva (& Vagina)  

Since the women’s movement of the 1960’s/1970’s, inspecting your own 

private parts has been an integral part of empowering oneself. Know your body 

can help you take control of your reproduction and create more personal 

pleasure in your life. You can also always lead women’s circles with friends and 

all do an “inspection” or workshop together around the vagina and labia!  

Buy a good hand mirror – with a strong handle and plenty of mirror to go 

around. If you want to go deeper, you can get your own speculum. Open wide 

and note the cervix! You can do a monthly exploration at first (external/vulva 

and internal/vagina & cervix, if you can), preferably after your period has 

completed or mid-cycle. Take 20-60 minutes to observe and play, maybe 

combining it with an anatomy lesson. You can also do talking to your “parts”, 

or in combination with self-pleasure affirmations.  

Try full moon rituals to let go of sexual trauma or intergenerational pain 

around sex, pleasure and what it means to be a woman, ritual baths or a 

specific ceremonies. Anything goes if you call it “self-love”, you are conscious 

and state your intention! Check out some anatomy: 

https://www.lunette.com/pages/anatomy-101 

Yoni Massage 

Yoni massage is a term the West has appropriated from Hindu (Sanskrit) 

tradition that refers to the use for the sacred (ancient) art of vaginal 

(internal/external) massage. Often done by a trained Tantric practitioner 

traditionally or by Mayan curanderas (healers), we now see vaginal massage 

being used by certain medical professionals for the health and wellbeing of the 

reproductive and lymphatic systems and the overall wellbeing of the woman. 

Here is a useful article by the late (sadly) and dear Psalm Isadora, who trained 

in India for 9 years in Tantric yoga. She states that in Indian Tantra, the “yoni” 

is the word for the healing, power-ful, sacred properties of the vagina and its 

sacred energies. To her and (the tradition) it is meant as worship and can not 

only heal sexual trauma but increase sexual pleasure and pleasure in life. 

https://www.lunette.com/pages/anatomy-101
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https://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-25280/the-tantric-technique-designed-to-

give-you-multiple-orgasms.html 

In addition to actual internal vaginal massage of the smooth muscles lying 

within, some practice the ancient art of Mayan abdominal massage to drain 

lymphatic fluids that have “stored up” in the area (this must be done only a 

skilled professional, although some western massage therapists have now 

incorporated this technique).  

Lymphatic Cleanse/Drain 

The Mayans and other ancients had knowledge of the lymphatic system long 

ago. The lymphatic system is a series of organs and tissues in the body whose 

main job is to eradicate waste (toxicity) in the body and to carry infection-

killing white blood cells through a fluid called lymph. By moving its energy (it 

gets “stuck”) it is said it can be “drained”, thus the bodily systems, including 

the lymphatic, can be cleared, eliminating waste, including physical, emotional 

and energetic waste. Some popular lymphatic clearing techniques, other than 

Mayan abdominal massage (our hormones can cause our systems to get 

“backed up”), include: Lymphatic massage, Ionized Foot Baths (although no 

scientific research had been conducted) or using the Chinese Medicine 

technique of “dry brushing” the skin then bathing. For women with hormonal 

irregularities, and per-menopausal or menopausal women, draining the lymph 

is essential. 

Yoni Eggs & Wands 

For thousands of years, sacred stones (jade, other) and crystals have been used 

in the shape of the “egg”, “lingam” (phallus), or other forms, to tonify, cleanse, 

bless and ignite the passion and purpose of a woman’s sacred genitalia. In 

Tantric practices, the “Yoni” is seen as sacred, a place that stores energetic 

memory and great creative power. Honoring her is a sacred act. Again, these 

Indian/Tibetan/Chinese/practices have been more recently appropriated by 

the West and we are not always quite sure about the “interpretations” by 

outsiders. The jade egg and all of these internally inserted objects have come 

under high scrutiny by the medical establishment, claiming that Kegel 

exercises can better tone the vaginal muscles and that leaving something up in 

there can lead to infections or even toxic shock. Always consult a trained 

professional in the art of Sacred Sexuality and the products, know where these 

products come from, purify before using and cleanse after every usage. I 

suggest NOT just buying one of these online. Let’s honor the traditions and get 

spiritual “permission” before using. I also wouldn’t fully trust all naysayers 

either, as many may be attempting to prove their own western medical agenda. 

Either way, Enjoy!  Can be used medicinally, they say, and ceremonially.  

https://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-25280/the-tantric-technique-designed-to-give-you-multiple-orgasms.html
https://www.mindbodygreen.com/0-25280/the-tantric-technique-designed-to-give-you-multiple-orgasms.html
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Womb Cleansing – Self, Ancestral, Sexual, Trauma 

Vaginal Steaming – Used in many cultures over the course of thousands of 

years, including some in Japan, Africa, Central America, Egypt and Northern 

Europe for reasons from physical wellbeing to pleasing the male lover to 

women’s identity and self-preservation. Basically, it combines the usage of 

water, heat and healing herbs to “steam” the vulva and vagina, as well as the 

energetic “womb chakra” so sacred to the area. There is also the use of “smoke” 

(smoking of herbs underneath the vulva, simple fire or steam from watered hot 

rocks) in some traditions but I would suggest researching and trying one out at 

home, of course after consulting your natural health care provider.  

Every womb is unique. Just like Full Moon Ritual Baths, what is right for 

someone else may not be right for you. Best done during pre-ovulation or mid-

cycle (in some traditions during the “full moon”), some claim that vaginal 

steaming (sometimes called by the Sanskrit word “yoni” steam) helps your 

menstrual cycle (don’t steam while bleeding, you have an I.U.D, are pregnant 

or trying to get pregnant or if you have lesions or ulcers in the area), fertility, 

overall emotional wellbeing and even sexual pleasure. At the very least, the 

vaginal wall muscles do relax and contract when steam filled with aromatic and 

healing properties are released into the vaginal area.  

Now a New Age, Goddess and Cosmopolitan fad, it’s steeped in tradition and 

must be treated with love, compassion and precision. The womb has its own 

chakra, even if the physical womb is no longer present or you are “male” at 

birth. This womb has been understood as a gateway into divine realms, the 

seat of personal power and creativity and overall physical health and wellness. 

The womb space – physically and energetically – is said to be the carrier of life 

but also that which houses old emotions you have not dealt with, especially 

around the masculine and feminine, sexuality, creativity, sexual trauma, 

intergenerational trauma from the mother/birth stories, and unresolved 

feelings of betrayal or emotional pain.  

Vaginal steaming, if anything, connects us to this seat of infinite divine 

wisdom, increases awareness and circulation in the area and connects us more 

deeply to our wombs, our bodies, and the Earth body. Since the womb chakra 

holds memory and trauma, steaming, as with other rituals, can help us 

connect to the divine through plants, water and steam to dissolve certain 

patterns or unwanted energies, memories or even entities that have attached to 

this area energetically. Don’t worry if you don’t fully understand. It’s YOUR 

WOMB, so you DO fully understand! Try one or don’t try one at all. Find your 

herbs or buy pre-packaged mixes from reputable companies.  
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Herbs can be fresh or dried. Be careful using an essential oil, as these can 

burn the area. I have found lavender to be soothing not irritating in oil form 

with just 1-2 drops in my already boiled water. As well, I can tolerate tea tree 

oil while others cannot. I suggest avoiding oregano or thyme as oil in your 

steam as these do burn. Some popular (fresh/dried) plant medicines include: 

mugwort, marigold, oregano, lavender, basil, calendula, rosemary, 

marshmallow and wormwood. You may grow, buy, prepare or use the ones that 

speak to you, as suggested in sacred ceremony earlier in this packet. Using 

just 1-2 is ideal. Some women even buy or make a wooden “steam seat” with a 

whole just for your special place to receive the steam medicine. There are many 

women who can help you locally learn how to do this. 

At home, if you wish, Try This! Pick your 1-2 sacred plants. Come into 

communion with the plants and your sacred womb (chakra area). Gather a 

long skirt to wear (no underwear) and a thick blanket to create a fortress 

around the steam when you are ready to steam. Prepare your “steam” by 

boiling 1 gallon of water with ¾ cup dry or fresh herb for 13 minutes, let stand 

for a few more until the water is the right temperature for you. Use the pot 

(careful it’s hot!) or pour into a glass or ceramic jar, preferably if tall and not 

wide to funnel the steam up. Squat over the steam concoction during ritual or 

prayer, preferably with a steam seat or with taking a few breaks. 15 minutes 

should be enough, even with some breaks included. Sometimes I just do 5 and 

I am “good”. You will know! Some are able to place this in the toilet and hover 

over it, making sure NOT TO BURN yourself. Every vulva/vagina is different, so 

make sure you are comfortable and this is right for you.  

Rest afterwards. Hydrate with pure, clean drinking water. Maybe anoint your 

body with your favorite oil or a homemade Agua de Florida! Enjoy this time to 

connect to your power center! Always consult a physician. 

Energetic Breathwork/Multi-Dimensional Purification  

In some ancient traditions, breathwork, prayer, meditation and the moving of 

“Shakti” or “kundalini” energies through certain exercises have been an 

integral part of a woman’s physical, sexual and emotional health and for the 

priestess’s sacred practices of diving into her sacred sexuality potential as 

catalyst for change in her own life, in the life of her lover and in that of her 

community. While I have developed my own techniques to open the womb 

space, cleanse and protect the womb chakra and human heart and will be 

sharing these in Level II, it is best to train with a skilled professional in either 

the Tantric Arts or Kundalini Yoga tradition. Of course, you practicing your 

own “priestess art” of “sinking in” to the womb, “listening”, “asking”, “forgiving”, 

opening, cleansing and protecting are oh-so-appropriate. You are your own 
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best teacher when it comes to your breath, your sacred chakras and the 

techniques that are best for you!   

Full Moon Womb “Letting Go” Ritual 

Use your Full Moon Ritual time to do a vaginal steam and/or Ritual Bath along 

with a “Letting Go Ritual”. Meditate: What emotions are trapped in your womb, 

what memories, what ancestral traumas? Which past lovers just haven’t left yet 

(holding on pattern). Conduct sacred ceremony to identify who or what needs 

to be released, to do the releasing. “Cord cutting” is an ancient, sacred art that 

will not be taught here due to its complexity, but you can visualize whether are 

not their energetic “cords” – especially in the womb area - linking you still to 

any family members, past lovers, friends, children or those who hurt you. Get 

to know their color, vibration and purpose. Talk to them.  

Then, practice seeing each one, saying out loud “___________ (person or thing), I 

release you. You no longer serve me. BE GONE!” Then imagine either the Violet 

Flame cutting the cord to pieces or the cord simply dissolving and transforming 

into a singular rose. Imagine planting each rose (cord) one by one after 

dissolving, and asking Gaia to transmute this energy and use it for the good.  

But you really, really have to want it! For now, that is enough. It could go far in 

your priestesses treasure chest of tools and secrets. 

Seed Cycling for Hormonal Balance – Best for irregularities 

Please test your hormone levels & consult a physician before trying this. The 

goal is to help balance hormone levels by consuming specific seeds (Omega 3’s 

and 6’s) during the first and second phases of your menstrual cycle. If no cycle 

is present, Day one starts with the New Moon. During the Follicular Phase 

(Phase I), starting with day one of the menstrual cycle, you take 1 Tb each of 

fresh, ground (preferably soaked) flax seeds and pumpkin seeds. Often, fish oil 

is also added. During Phase II, the Luteal Phase, you take 1 TB each of sesame 

and sunflower seeds, fresh, ground and preferably soaked. Seeds stay 

refrigerated. Of course, your existing hormone levels will dictate how this 

works. Always consult a professional naturopath, herbalist or doctor to ensure 

you are living in harmony with your own specific needs and cycles. Try this 

website: https://www.thefamilythathealstogether.com/seed-cycling-to-sync-

your-hormones/ 

Tantric or Kundalini Yoga 

According to Hindu Tantra understandings, a woman’s Shakti life force energy 

(stationed at the spine and the mother of all energies, also known as chi or ki, 

but always representing the feminine goddess in all of us) cannot stay stagnant 

forever. Through hiding, trauma stored in the body or a lack of accessing your 

https://www.thefamilythathealstogether.com/seed-cycling-to-sync-your-hormones/
https://www.thefamilythathealstogether.com/seed-cycling-to-sync-your-hormones/
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divine feminine sensibilities, Shakti can hide. Thus, it is up to us to access her 

wisdom. IN certain yoga practices breathwork is done merging Shakti (root 

chakra/feminine/Earth/life giving) energies with the masculine principle 

(celestial, heavenly, crown chakra) of Shiva, thus merging our Divine Feminine 

& Divine Masculine “selves” into one through the breath.  

As mentioned above, these are sacred, ancient practices that you could become 

trained in if you feel the call in the art of breathwork, womb magick, sexual 

healing, sacred sexuality and/or helping others with their overall physical 

health. Make sure you know who you are studying with, their lineage, their 

level of cultural respect and integrity and feel “into” if this is right for you, 

especially since it most likely is not from your own ancestral traditional ways.  

Also, I have found that while there are many “Tantra” teachers, few meet my 

standards. There also seems to be a problem with some male (often western 

white men) misusing Tantra (as teacher or student) to manipulate women into 

sex. I am not afraid but I spy them right away! Maybe try a woman – better yet, 

a woman of color - who is true to the tradition? 

Divine Feminine/Divine Masculine Prayers/Ceremonies 

Conduct your own ceremonies around the New Moon (to call in) or full moon (to 

review, release, cleanse) to explore the Divine Masculine and Divine Feminine 

within yourself. Are you balanced? What do these terms mean to you (we will 

get into these along with other “archetypes” later)? How has your trauma 

influenced your experiences, patterns beliefs about “masculine” and “feminine” 

and are there ways you can pray for greater unity within, thus calling in Sacred 

Union in all parts of your life, including a lover(s) if that is what you seek (or 

have)? 

Rites of Passage Celebrations! 

Rites of Passage include ceremonies or traditions around specific times in a 

person’s life cycle that the culture (or even biology) deems significant to the 

individual, family and community (or, even the Earth’s cycles). Some include 

culturally specific rituals related to birth, death, near death, onset of period 

(menses), fertility, coming of age as a “man” or a “woman”, marriage, 

pregnancy, birth, post-birth, reaching cronehood, etc. While it is more likely 

that a religious leader or spiritually trained community member (in the ways of 

ritual) will conduct certain rites of passage, it is possible as a woman in 

priestess training to get your Universal Life Church minister license and 

conduct a wide array of ceremonies, the most common one being marriage. You 

can study, practice, train and get initiated into certain traditions, or just marry 

you’re friends whom you love with the best intentions at heart!   
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Womb Honoring Ceremony 

You don’t need a dis-ease or “purpose” to conduct ceremony (and honor) your 

sacred womb space. For a New Moon, choose to dedicate your ceremony to 

your womb and all of your creative potential, calling in your dreams and 

aspirations. Connecting to goddess archetypes that “call” to you – maybe 

representing the mother, maiden or crone, priestess, creator or destroyer, or 

other motif – can help you to center in these ceremonies. Start looking for 

statues, amulets, Tarot or images of those that will be your “patron saints”. 

Add them to your altar. Or, notice who is looking for you! Our guides often find 

us, we don’t need to find them! 

Fertility Rites/Sex Magick 

Each culture has its own folklore, sacred medicines and rituals and rites to 

ensure fertility of the woman (and sometimes the man). Wouldn’t it be 

wonderful to research something special from your lineage (or one of the land’s 

your ancestors came from)? This makes me curious about any Louisiana Cajun 

ones that might be lingering around in my family lore, as they had a very 

distinct (still do) medicine healer tradition I have yet tapped. For example, still 

today in Hungary, according to the babygaga site I visited, on Easter Monday 

each year, young women are doused with buckets of water (a seemingly very 

pagan tradition dating to the 1st century) by the community, young men 

adorned in traditional clothing, with the intent of “cleansing” the women of any 

impurities and securing their fertility for when the time is ripe.  

Of course, there are a variety of “sacred places” people visit within their 

communities that have been said to make a woman fertile. As well, there are 

said to be many a potion (plant medicine, prayer, intent) or elixir (for example, 

with Santeria, West African Voudou, Gypsy lore or in Chinese medicine) said to 

improve fertility in women or virility in men or to “lure” a lover. I, personally, 

prefer choosing the natural medicine route and stray from “magick” per se, 

though I know what I am doing is still magical. Prayer is powerful enough for 

my practices. Not to mention, one must usually be from that culture and really 

believe or understand the ways for that belief system to reap its benefits! 

Blessing Way Ceremony for Expecting Mothers 

For the expecting mother, ceremonies have been performed, usually, by 

communities of women, to ensure the safety of both child and mother, boost 

the confidence and spiritual, physical and mental wellbeing of the mother-to-be 

and to bless the home itself. The Blessing Way ceremony is rooted in Navajo 

but has been appropriated in all kinds of ways to meet the needs of the women 

– usually these are women-only events- and the times. Great care and respect 

must be used in preparing such a ceremony; it is always best to “reach” back 
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in time to an ancestral ritual your people would have done or to ask in deep 

humility for the “ways” of another culture. Some Pagans conduct a Blessing 

Way celebration on the final full moon before the expected birth day by 

cleaning, pampering and adorning the pregnant woman while saying prayers 

and offering gifts to her – not the baby – with a feast and celebration 

culminating at the end. Some modern activities may include the blessing by a 

spiritual leader or midwife/doula, making art, necklaces or strings that 

connect the women, henna (north African tradition) or other body/belly art, 

cleansing or prayer for safety and courage, among many other “ways”. 

Womb Breath/Womb Blessing 

There are many books on womb medicine techniques. When I gather women, I 

take them on a journey through breath, music, silence, meditation and a series 

of hand gestures/body rituals to bless the womb, both for the woman and for 

all of those who make enter or leave from her magical places. A Womb Blessing 

can be done as a fertility rite, during pregnancy or at any time in a woman’s 

lifetime to honor the cycle she is in, the coming or going of the menstrual cycle 

and other transitions, including surgeries, miscarriages or dis-ease. I usually 

do a womb blessing AFTER we’ve done a Womb Cleansing or Mother Line 

Cleanse from the womb. It’s always best to clean before blessing!  

As well, your daily breathwork can greatly improve overall balance and 

wellbeing, your intuition and trusting your gut (because you are feeling more) 

and your sensual/sexual experiences. Many of us women – due to trauma – 

hide our feelings and suppress our desire. Through womb breathing – or 

Tantric yoga – we can open up the stagnant or dormant Shakti (a Sanskrit 

word for divine feminine energy, also known as chi or ki in Chinese or 

Japanese traditions, universal life force energy, that which birthed and fuels 

ALL).  

Orgasm as Sacred/Orgasm as Magick 

In many ancient priestess society’s, sacred sexuality was revered and ritual 

magick often led and performed by the women. The main tenant of such 

practices? Your orgasms, like waves in the ocean or sound waves, hold the 

keys to infinite possibility. Do you know what gives you pleasure? Do you talk 

to your “pussy”? What is she needing from you in this moment? And, what do 

you need to address (heal, release) that pleasure could cure? What is your 

relationship to pleasure, especially of the sexual or creative or artistic? Much 

work can be done around this area! For now, I suggest creating ritual around 

self-pleasure. Try this! Devote your meditation time – seven days/seven nights 

– to a self-pleasure routine. Not only examine your labia and vagina using all of 

your senses, but really get to know her, touch her, honor her.  
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TRY THIS! Try to use touch or visualization to reach peak orgasm, exploring 

your limitations and unlimited possibilities! As you reach the point of orgasm, 

breathe in deeply into your vagina, hold your breath, then release, sending this 

energy throughout your entire energetic system (all over). On the days 6 and 7, 

say a prayer before starting the ritual, “I will dedicate this orgasm to ___” 

(person, place or thing). As you “peak”, visualize your orgasmic energy as a 

body of liquid light love and send it to the prayer recipient. This is sex magick!    

Dancing Your Passion – Dance to Heal, Dance to Ignite Shakti 

Shamans, medicine women, oracles of the ancient world have used dance, 

shaking or gyrating as medicine. Combined with fire, smoke, water, plant 

medicines, sound healing and other tools, dance or movement has great 

transformative properties, both for the dancer and the observer. Add to the 

erotic/transformative equation the power of female Shakti – womb power and 

sexual magick – and you have a very potent creative (or destructive) force. Is it 

no wonder that throughout the world, women are seen as catalysts for healing, 

sexual pleasure and release, and for divine creative inspiration? I have 

witnessed this in Balinese temple dances, North African Berber women 

swinging their hair and swinging their hips while dancing or in Polynesian 

hula. Women’s hips, and their dance, has always held sacred power.  

ASK, What is your relationship to your body, movement, dance? Do you have 

ways to let it all go, to freely express? How are your hips? Are they tight and 

need some opening? You get the idea. But do you?  

Try this! Either take a dance class that honors and requires the shaking of the 

female hips (womb space) – i.e. West African, Brazilian Samba or Belly Dancing 

are good openers – OR, add DANCE to your NEW MOON RITUAL. You can do 

this as an opening act to the actual ritual, to get heat in your body and rooted 

to the Earth, or you can add it as a closing or “wrapping up” act to anchor in 

your wishes. Let it BE your prayer!     

Positive Affirmations/Self-Love Confirmations  

As children, or especially as “developing” women, we often receive negative 

energies thrown our way around our changing bodies, our sexuality, our 

identities as “women” or “other”, and our desires and creative pursuits. The 

yoni/the womb being the hotbed for our intuition and art, our love offerings in 

the world, can be a punching bag for some. That energy can stick to us, stay 

with us, affect our psychology and habits and bring us down, unless we 

commit to re-working the neuro-biology and those feedback loops. That’s why 

using positive affirmations can help re-wire some of those harmful and hurtful 

words or deeds we inherited or “internalized” as our own.  
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Try this! During your next New Moon ritual – or any old time – sit in 

meditation and take several deep, reflective breaths. Think of something 

negative that’s happening in your life, then how it might be affecting your 

womb potential (creative, intuitive magick). What is the limiting belief behind 

this? Re-write the belief as a positive affirmation. Add more as needed and say 

them into the mirror with loving eyes twice a day for 33 days. See what 

happens! Suggestion:  

Try, “I am beautiful, lucky and wise. My womb is a place of creation and 

pleasure and belongs to me. I am made up of juicy, divine stardust 

magick. I can trust my yoni to propel me further. I love my womb. She 

loves me.” 

Mourning Rituals (Loss/Miscarriage/Trauma) 

The womb (I speak energetically, shamanically physically here) is the seat of 

creation. This is why us with wombs have been both revered and feared (it’s 

that powerful). We must honor our wombs, our sacred sexual spaces and 

reclaim them from tyranny, abuse, self-loathing, ancestral trauma and our own 

misuses of their power to heal, create, love, give and receive pleasure and to 

destroy. This is why we do ceremony. NO matter if you are more “scientific” or 

more “Metaphysical” in your interpretation, ceremony can help us emotionally 

cleanse of us our past regrets, sorrows and reclaim our losses (or, just BE with 

them). So, what is your womb telling you? What losses do you need to “sit 

with”? And, who (or what) needs to go from this sacred space? 

TRY THIS! In your next Full Moon Ritual, after a Ritual Bath, sit with your 

trauma and declare what it is you want to revisit and release in ceremony! I will 

try – later – to add some sample ceremonies. But, ultimately, if you follow my 

Full Moon protocol, are deep in prayer and know what it is you are praying for, 

you are your own BESTR CEREMONY! You will know what to do in relation to 

any of these “Mourning Rituals”…   

 a. Mourning Loss through Abortion/Miscarriage – Losing a fetus/child 

can be devastating and even though we may be strong, the body, spiritual and 

emotional bodies too, can still carry that sadness, anger or loss. That’s why 

doing a “mourning ceremony” can assist in the grieving process and should not 

be ignored. This can include saying goodbye to the soul that was once inside of 

you, cutting cords with it, throwing a raging tantrum while being witnessed by 

loving, supportive women, or “burying” your grief after a good full moon ritual 

cry. Be well. We are loved.  

 b. Sexual Trauma/Abuse Release – This needs no words, does it. Most 

of us carry some kind of sexual trauma, if we experienced a violation (or 

multiple violations) or not directly, if we remember or not, if our mothers or 
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ancestors were repeatedly exposed to violations or the society’s collective 

trauma weighs heavy on your heart (womb). This can involve anything from 

above, but womb breathing and certain womb medicine techniques can help 

“clean out” what needs to leave your womb’s sacred space!  

Try cord cutting, cutting or burning strings that represent violators (or 

every ex-lover you’ve ever had, I know – good luck!), or women laying on of 

hands during purification ceremony, cleaning then blessing your womb space 

and energetic bodies in general. 

I am sorry for any hurt that was every caused to you. You have control now. 

Ceremony is your weapon! P.S. ALL PAST LOVERS are somehow, they say, still 

housed on your energetic field (and womb space) for many years after contact 

(or non-contact, but energetic or multi-dimensional “penetration”) unless ritual 

or clearing is performed. Consult a skilled shaman, shamanic priestess or 

outstanding psychic healer. I can always help! 

 c. Mourning the Loss of Your Menses – I think you get the drift. When 

our hormones change – especially as we age and our ovulation is less and less 

likely – we can miss this dear friend we had for decades! Do not underestimate 

the power of that r4elationship. Losing her – or her changing – can cause 

physical, sexual, emotional and spiritual questions (and gifts) to arise. Get to 

know it, sit with it, meditate. And, I suggest doing Grief Ritual or Grief Work! 

Once Menopause is reached, you are officially a “crone” in priestess/pagan 

speak, and a full Rite of Passage is in order. Congratulations!  

 d. Mourning the Loss of a Lover – When lovers leave and we felt 

attached or still carry love or concern in our hearts (and wombs) for them, we 

can carry that energy with us. IT’s neither bad nor good but it doesn’t belong in 

your field! Conduct Loss Ceremony. You will feel lighter! Sometimes writing 

then burning a letter to the lover helps, but always womb cord cutting and 

cleansing!  

Full Body Massage or Sacred Touch  

Everyone needs a little TLC (tender loving care). That’s why, as women and as 

humans, we really need to be getting more positive, non-sexual, nurturing 

touch in our lives. It is essential to the release of feel-good hormones 

(endorphins), to healing past traumas (especially related to trust and negative, 

unwanted or “confusing” touch experiences) and to feeling wanted and like we 

belong in the world. The day of hiding and not asking for what we need IS 

OVER. The Priestess commits to asking – more and more – so that she can 

serve as a teacher and role model to others. So, who will you call for that 20 

minute hug today? Also, explore some workshops or trainings in positive touch! 
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Sacred Sexuality Rituals 

Throughout the ages and across cultures (well, not ALL), rites around 

sexuality, Divine Union and perfecting the sacred principles of Divine 

Masculine and Divine Feminine have been performed in the form of ritual, 

prayer, music, dance especially (courting rituals often depicting mythological 

beings “courting”), and even the sexual act (publicly or privately). While this 

topic is too big for the purposes of a Level One training, I do want you to know 

the Priestess considers all sex sacred. This doesn’t mean you can’t have a 

“sacred” one night stand. That’s not we are talking about. We are merely calling 

in greater “consciousness” around what you are doing, with whom, for how 

long, HOW, and to what end.  

Sex should be mutual, nourish ALL of you, push you to grow in all kinds of 

ways, be physically healthy for both/all parties (if not extremely beneficial 

mentally, emotionally, spiritually) and lead you to becoming a better person. 

Some priestesses – even today – only focus on “sacred sexuality” in their work, 

carrying Holy Sofia wisdom codes, or ancient practices made modern, such as 

Egyptian, Indian Tantra, and Mayan. If this appeals to you, do your own work 

around sexual healing and sexual trauma first (prayer, writing, therapy, 

women’s circles, ceremony) exploring certain modalities you could maybe 

incorporate in your own work, within the parameters of respecting self, 

respecting culture(s). 

BIBLIOGRAPHY –  
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http://www.carolweaver.com 

https://wakeup-world.com 
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https://www.anandaapothecary.com 
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ALSO, CHECK OUT -  

Herbal Rituals by Judith Berger 

On Appalachian Tradition: https://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/southern-

appalachia-folk-healers-granny-women-neighbor-ladies 

Witches, Midwives & Nurses by Barbara Ehrenreich & Deirdre English (1972) 

Daughters of Copperwoman by Anne Cameron 

I DO NOT have any preferred Womb Medicine sources as I have not found any I desire 

or respect for my own learning & growth. I would stay clear of ‘womb wisdom’ 

teachings, though, is my last, closing comment. 
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